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The Artist in Residence Science Program 

The Artist in Residence Science (AIRS) Program supports 

creative collaborative residencies between professional 

artists and creative practitioners with scientists and the 

diverse science networks, researchers, data and infrastructure based at the Ecosciences 

Precinct, Dutton Park, Brisbane. 

The Artist in Residence Science program promotes the role and value of arts and science as 

key drivers of discovery and growth across Queensland by nurturing our collective and 

creative intelligence as we work to understand the environmental challenges facing 

Queensland.  

AIRS is a Queensland Government program, managed by the Science Division of the 

Department of Science, Information Technology and Innovation, in consultation with Arts 

Queensland. 

 

The Ecosciences Precinct 

Science at the precinct focuses on delivering an improved understanding of our natural 

resources and environment, to improve their management, and is helping our key 

industries, including agriculture, forestry and marine industries, to develop sustainable 

growth strategies.  

The precinct houses research staff from Queensland Government Departments (Science, 

Information Technology and Innovation (DSITI); Agriculture and Fisheries (DAF); Natural 

Resources and Mines (DNRM); and Environment and Heritage Protection (EHP)), CSIRO and 

the University of Queensland through the Queensland Alliance for Agriculture and Food 

Innovation (QAAFI). 
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2015 Artist in Residence Science residency 

After a call for Expressions of Interest in August 2014 a 

collective of eight artists was selected to participate in a six 

month residency. The artists of the ‘Curiosity AIRS’ 

collective are: Alicia Lane, Ben Beeton, Jane James, Jennifer Wright, Knut Mueller, Louise 

Saunders, Mali Moir and William M Boot. The 2015 Artist in Residence Science residency 

ran for six months from February until July 2015 at the Ecosciences Precinct. 

Some of the artists regularly visited the Precinct to interact and collaborate with science 

staff in the Science Division of the Department of Science, Information Technology and 

Innovation (DSITI) and the other science agncies and organisations in the Ecoscience 

Precinct. The remaining artists interacted and collaborated with the scientists via these 

visiting artists. 

Overview of the exhibition 

The 2015 Art meets Science Exhibition includes artworks from the eight AIRS Collective 

artists that are results from the residency (both solo and collaborative works) and examples 

of their previous work. 

 

Three additional artists who have recently participated in Queensland science-based 

residencies were also invited to exhibit. Two artists from UQ School of Biological Sciences 

residencey and one artists from Mt-Coot-tha Botanical Gardens Artist in Residence that has 

included strong collaboration with the Queensland Herbarium, part of Science Division of 

DSITI. 

 

The exhibition is diverse. The unique interests and practices of eight AIRS artists plus three 

artists intersected with the many science areas and discplines undertaken at their host 

venue. The only uniting theme of the exhibition is that the works are the responses of the 

artist to their interactions with scientists, their science activities and the research facilities 

and field environments in which they work. The artwork span wide of range of media and 

artforms including: sculpture; installation; painting; digital animation; and photography. 
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The Artists 

Alicia Lane 

Alicia Lane ‘s practice 

revolves around 

experiences and 

perceptions of the natural world and 

how we interact with it as individuals 

and as a society.  She is an 

interdisciplinary artist, specialising in 

jewellery and metal smithing and also 

working in sculpture, ceramics, painting, drawing, sound and video. She is currently a 

research candidate for a Doctorate of Visual Art at the Queensland College of Art. 

My experience of the AIRS residency 

It has been a great opportunity to see the Eco-Science Precinct and Herbarium and meet 

the scientists and other staff who work there.  It has given me insights into unexpected 

areas as well as access to resources that relate to my Doctoral research project. 

 

Email:  baylaurellane@yahoo.co.uk            

Mobile:  0435106012 

Location: South Brisbane, Queensland 
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Ben Beeton 

From a very early age I have 
been excited by making science 
visible through science and 
inversely art visible through science.  

As a painter I am involved in a long term 
painting project titled “10 Billion Years on a Flat 
Surface” 1cm represents one million years. I am 
influenced by the ancient Chinese landscape 
artists -“The ink flows and the brush follows”. As an amateur field naturalist I usually do several 
artist residency or travel projects a year either in Australia or abroad in remote locations. I fuse 
traditional and digital mediums to make works on the ecology, geology and deep time history 
of natural systems in macrocosm and microcosm.  

I am particularly interested in modelling life in four dimensions or more. I look to visually 
resolve questions about how all life is one life within the Tree of Life. This interest has led to 
my work with sculptors, 3d digital modelling and 3d printing. I enjoy telling stories about 
ecosystems which are partially diagrammatical in their objectivity and partially subjective. I am 
motivated to create work which makes extinction and the threat of extinction visible as 
extinction is ‘the thinning out of the global collective consciousness’.  

My experience of the AIRS residency 
I formed the AIRS Curiosity Collective because I felt that simply having one artist in residence 
would limit the enormous potential of the Ecosciences Precinct in its capacity to inspire the 
creation of great art. I invited specific artists to join based on quality and diversity of 
approaches. I have sought to share my concepts and designs with other artists in the collective 
with the intention of collaborating. Each collaboration has been a unique journey. I have had 
many different experiences in consulting with the scientists. Themes of interest which I have 
discussed with them have included; common threads between different ecosystems, 
endangered and extinct species in Queensland, modelling scientific data on environmental 
fluctuations into aesthetic forms, looking at the deep time history of endangered species and 
their Gondwanan links, visualising how all life is one in four dimensions with a particular focus 
on Queensland species.   

Email:  benbeeton@live.com.au           Mobile: 0481048810            

Online: www.benbeeton.com.au         Location:  Toowoomba, Queensland 
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Jane James 

Currently living and working in Brisbane, 

Australia, Jane received her degree in Fine 

Art from the University of Tasmania. 

Jane has a lifelong involvement with the sea and marine 

conservation. She is an exhibiting member of the 

Australian Society of Marine Artists, and travels teaching 

Marine Art. 

With work held in private collections internationally, Jane has won many awards for her 

work both in Australia and overseas. 

My experience of the AIRS residency 

I felt entering the residency that any work undertaken needed to incorporate the data from 

the scientists within the precinct, and that it should be a collaborative process, with input 

from the scientists themselves. This requires both some scientific knowledge from the 

artist, and visual literacy on the part of the scientists. Ideally such a partnership expands the 

understanding of each others discipline, and I feel that this was the case in the work 

undertaken with the scientists of the remote sensing division. The piece incorporates their 

original and unaltered data, and offered the chance to explore various modes of data 

visualisation, consequently making visible and accessible the science here. 

Email:           janejames1@bigpond.com      

Mobile:  0438 311 530           

Online:   www.janejames.com.au 

Instagram: janejamesfineartist     Facebook: Jane James Fine Artist 

Location: Ashgrove, Queensland 
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Photographer: Helen Kilpatrick 

Jennifer Wright (Summers) 

Jennifer’s curiosity generates ideas 
informed by her background in 
science, education, local history, 
editing, social justice and new learning.  

A prolific maker, she selects techniques and 
materials to suit the idea. She writes, sings, dances, 
performs, weaves, stitches, mosaics, paints, makes 
videos, artists books, assemblage, welded forms, 
and repurposes found objects.  

Jennifer develops place-specific public art such as 
Monument to Fences, Mutant Diversity and Connect with our Swamp from her Toowoomba 
studio. 

Awarded the 2012 Regional Arts Australia Award for outstanding contribution to the Arts, 
she drove Arts Council Toowoomba projects including Avant Garden, Splashing back and 
ACT waterways.  

She shares ideas and skills in workshops. 

My experience of the AIRS residency 

Interacting with the scientists at the precinct excited me: ideas flowed. Visiting the 
herbarium sharpened my focus and interest in soil. I built on the visually rich remote 
sensing area to create visual and electronic ‘ground truth’. In interviewing Lake Broadwater 
Natural History Association members she found about the background to a book an 
Ecosciences Precinct librarian showed her. 

Jennifer’s  ‘weaving with weeds’ science-based holiday activity interested a DSITI scientist 
who will use this activity for workshops with her local Catchment Group.  

I spent at least one day a month in the Precinct foyer working on art and speaking with 
scientists. I am grateful to the Science Division, the scientists, librarian and fellow residents 
for this rich learning experience. 

Email:  createcohesion@bigpond.com                 Mobile:   0415 883 345 
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Louise Saunders 

Painting specimens in watercolour, 

drawing with coloured pencils and 

graphite, Louise’s passion for her natural 

history subjects is evident.  With no formal training her 

pursuit for perfection has rewarded her with travel to 

Borneo to draw bats, publications in journals and 

scientific books, solo and joint exhibitions at high profile 

regional and private art galleries, participation as 

illustrator for two Earth Watch Expeditions and the 

position of Artist in Residence at Couran Cove Island 

Resort. Louise has embraced the opportunity to be an Artist in Residence at the Ecosciences 

Precinct in collaboration with QLD scientists. Through her paintings and drawings Louise 

hopes to increase the awareness and ever necessary protection of our beautiful and unique 

Australian flora and fauna. 

My experience of the AIRS residency 

After having a few years away from my lifelong art practice, I was both overwhelmed and 

excited to be a part of the collective chosen to deliver artworks inspired by science.  It was a 

slow start for me as I tried to find my niche and establish what was really happening with 

Queensland’s scientific endeavours and how I could make science visible though my own 

art.  I made the start with a favourite subject, a newly discovered ground orchid.  I 

thoroughly enjoyed my days in residence at the Ecosciences Precinct, talking to the staff 

about their different occupations and their fascinating work in their quest to understand 

our natural and our unnatural environment. I eventually found agreeable subjects that 

suited my skills and the allotted time frame.  I am most grateful for the support and 

assistance given by everyone who helped with finding subjects to paint and draw. Thank 

you also to the staff who made me feel so welcome and comfortable on my residency days. 

Email:  louisesaunders@bigpond.com      Mobile:   0407147472   

Online  www.louisesaunders.net       https://instagram.com/drawingonnature/ 

https://www.facebook.com/louise.saunders.794    Location: Cleveland, Queensland  
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Knut Mueller 

I was born in West Germany in 1965, 

came to Australia with my parents 

when I was 17. I studied Sculpture 

and Jewellery making and silver smithing at the 

Newnham campus art school in Launceston. I live at 
Binalong Bay, the start of the famous Bay of Fires and 

have been the only manufacturing Jeweller on the 

east coast of Tasmania for over 15 years. 

Email        spiralcreationstas@bigpond.com 

Mobile    Knut:  0438636100 
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Mali wearing a Ben Beeton/ Gillian Scott artwork 

Mali Moir  

Mali is a professional artist working in 

the Accurate Realism style 

specializing in natural science subjects. She worked 

as botanical artist at the National Herbarium of 

Victoria contributing drawings for scientific 

publications. Mali has a long exhibition career and 

teaches botanical art at the Royal Botanic Gardens 

Melbourne. Expedition artist on ‘Wilsons Prom 

Bioscan Survey’ Museum Victoria and ‘Our Planet 

Revisited PNG’ Natural History Museum Paris. Leader 

of Beckler’s Botanical Bounty project combining art, science, history and country. Mali 

works with a keen interest in the artistic interpretation of natural history themes, 

dedicating her skills to combine her fascination for science and natural history with a desire 

to render works of art with beauty, character and scientific integrity. Mali abides with her 

sincere belief that “artists make science visible”. 

 

Mobile:  0422 575 034   Online:       www.malimoir.com.au 

Email:  mali_moir@hotmail.com     Location:  Melbourne, Australia     

mailto:steve@sherwoodgutterz.com
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William M Boot 

William M Boot has exhibited in Australia, 

Korea and China in numerous solo, joint 

and group shows. His work is held in private 

collections in Australia, New Zealand, Switzerland, Korea, 

Finland and Canada.  

Boot’s artistic sensibility is derived from having lived on 

three different continents. Heavily influenced by 

European, North American, Oceanic and Asian cultures, his 

work embodies a singular, poetic vision of order enabled 

by the ancient Western craft based process of painting 

with hot wax and pigment solutions called “Encaustic”.  

His art practice engages with issues of the sublime, beauty, infinite geometric progression, 

visual nuance, possibility and process mechanics. 

My experience of the AIRS residency 

The long distance involvement in this residency presented a set of challenges for me. 

Communicating with Ben Beeton whilst in Korea, Finland and Canada via Skype and 

resolving ideas and issues in the project took resolve. It is one of the most unusual 

outcomes of any project i’ve undertaken so far. I think it fair to say Ben and i have learned a 

lot from this collaboration /residency and have advanced our understanding of certain 

science and cultural issues. The test was finding a unique way to present fracking as a visual 

phenomenon in an art mirror box. I believe we succeeded! 

 

Email:   wmboot@gmail.com              

Online: williambootartist.com 

Location: Kew, Victoria 
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Donna Davis 

Donna Davis is an interdisciplinary artist who 

explores the nexus between art and science; with 

a particular interest in ecology she uses sculpture, 

installation and digital media to capture and 

create sites of ecological observation. 

She completed her Bachelor of Arts (ART) at 

Curtin University and has works held in both public and private collections.  She has 

exhibited widely in both solo and selected group exhibitions; and has also had her work 

feature in both state and national touring exhibitions.  

These collaborations work to create new knowledge and ideas beneficial to both fields: 

providing insight and inspiration for the process of reinterpreting evidence into artworks 

that explore connections between fungi and plant whilst also providing valuable collection 

data to QH that could aid in future conservation strategies. 

 

Email:  donna.davis2@bigpond.com                  

Mobile :     07 0408 604 344                  

Online: www.donnadavisartist.blogspot.com                  

Location: Ipswich, Queensland 
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Carol McGregor 

Of Scottish and Wathaurung (Victoria) descent, Carol 

McGregor expresses, reclaims and communicates her 

culture and stories through her art practice which is 

multidisciplinary - from drawing, printmaking, 

photography and digital media, to working with natural 

fibres. The artist maintains a strong engagement with the 

land and country in her work, while also engaging with 

environmental and social histories. McGregor is currently 

completing a PhD in Fine Art at Queensland College of 

Art, Griffith University, Brisbane.  

In 2014 McGregor undertook an artist’s residency with the School of Biological Sciences, 

University of Queensland. Travelling with the Outback Ecology Field Studies group, the 

artist spent a week with UQ students and academics at Idalia National Park in the Blackall-

Yaraka District of Central West Queensland. 

During this initial encounter, the artist explored the delicate yet diverse ecosystem of Idalia 

through the filters of science and art. Dominated by brigalow, mulga and macropods the 

country has experienced many forms of human intervention – from the guardianship of the 

Iningai First Peoples, through the colonial pressures of pastoralisation, to recent land 

management practices and now as a site for scientific research. Merging analytical 

objectivity with poetic creativity, McGregor’s Idalia imprints considers how natural forces, 

animal and human inhabitants have shaped and overlaid a multiplicity of histories onto this 

arid terrain. 

Mobile:   0419 737373     

Email:   carol@dotblak.com 

Location: Southbank, Brisbane, Queensland 
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Photo by Peter Baker 

Dr Merri Randell 

I'm a visual practitioner. I enjoy challenging and provoking 

ideas using visual language. In 2014 I completed a Doctor of 

Visual Arts at Griffith University (Brisbane), in 1997 a Master 

of Arts in Screenwriting at the University of the Arts 

(London) and split a Bachelor of Visual Arts between the 

University of South Australia and the University of the 

Northern Territory.  

My work has been exhibited extensively and selected works 

have been finalists in five prestigious national art awards. 

Born in rural Victoria, I've travelled, lived and worked all over the world. I live in Logan and I 

love trees. 

In 2014 I was one of the UQ School of Biological Sciences Artist In Residence. The UQ 

residency was an important milestone in my career because it supported and furthered my 

practice, it inspired a body of work about the Bunya mountains - an important natural 

conservation area in Queensland, it allowed me to collaborate and network with young 

scientists whom I continue to work with, and it assisted me in formulating an application for 

a successful state government grant. (www.loganbushcareresidency.com) 

Email: merri.randell@gmail.com                

Mobile: 0400 55 22 67             

Online: www.merrirandell.com 
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The Artworks 

1 Data Lounge 

Jane James 

Media: Furniture, printed cotton fabric, laminated 

plywood 

This functional piece of furniture is constructed from the data of the Remote Sensing 

Centre of the Ecosciences Precinct. The plinth documents a decade of rainfall and fractional 

ground cover data, derived from the false colour landsat 8 satellite images that make up 

the seat. The same ground cover data is visualised in embroidery on the seat. The 

upholstered bands of images represent the broad divisions of rainfall zones in Queensland, 

and the state is reflected in the form of the lounge. 

The lights incorporated into the piece reference the spectral bands utilised in displaying the 

images. 

The QR code for detailed information about the ‘Data Lounge’  
https://www.storehouse.co/stories/l2qno-data-lounge 

 

Science Aspects: Satellite imagery, remote sensing, groundcover, rainfall data, Fractional 

ground cover mapping using Landsat 8 imagery 

Collaborating scientists: Al Healy, Rebecca Trevithick and Robert Denham - Remote Sensing 

Centre – Science Division, DSITI. Inspired by the Remote Sensing Chair 2014 by Gabrielle 

Van Willigen, Science Capability, Engagement and Collaboration, Science Division, DSITI 

SOLD 

Email   janejames1@bigpond.com     

Mobile     0438311530 

https://www.storehouse.co/stories/l2qno-data-lounge
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2 Illumino 

Jane James 

Media: Sculpture, Laboratory glass and LED lights 

This piece sheds light on the contribution of the chemists in 

the Ecosciences Precinct. It incorporates used laboratory glass 

wear and includes statements from the scientists working in 

the area.  

There are eighteen pieces of glass to reflect 

the columns of the periodic table, and the 

changing spectrum of colours echoes the pH 

scale. 

Science Aspects: All work undertaken by the 

chemists working in the precinct. 

Collaborating scientists: Rob De Hayr and 

colleagues of the Chemistry Centre – Science Division, DSITI 

SOLD 

Email   janejames1@bigpond.com     

Mobile     0438311530 
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3 Tract   

Annie James & Jane James  

Example of artist’s other work 

Media: Installation - A suspended sculptural piece and video element, 

aluminium wire and bottle caps. 

Modelled on the avian digestive tract, and constructed from over 

1000 plastic bottle caps retrieved from two Queensland beaches, this 

piece deals both with waste and consumerism as themes. “Tract” 

measures 11.5 meters when fully extended, the length of the average 

human digestive system from oesophagus to anus.  

Overlaid on this, the video examines the strangulation and death of 

wildlife affected by our excess. The duck - calm on the surface, but we see the struggle and 

turmoil beneath, and the image of the water, representing purity, healing and cleansing, 

choked with our waste.   

Science Aspects: marine science, marine biology, human and avian biology  

The bottle caps in this piece form part of the Australian Marine Debris Initiative (AMDI) 

database, logging marine debris around Australia’s coast. Part of the objective of this 

database is to track marine debris to source and prevent it entering the ocean. The 

proliferation of bottle caps, (disproportionate to recyclable bottles recovered) is indicative 

of the fact that this element of plastic drink bottles is not being recycled. By laying out the 

caps in colour order, we were also able to determine the quantities of water bottles relative 

to other sources such as brands of soft drink. 

Science organisations: Tangaroa Blue Foundation is a not-for-profit organisation focused on 

the health of our marine environment, and coordinates the AMDI, an on-ground network of 

volunteers, communities, organisations and agencies around the country monitoring the 

impacts of marine debris along their stretch of coastline. 

Price $800.00 

Email   janejames1@bigpond.com           Mobile     0438311530 
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4 Terrigenous 

Jane James 

Media: Sculpture, Epoxy and pumice stone 

 

This piece deals with threats to the reef, amongst 

them, terrigenous sediment,  monitored by scientists in 

the Ecosciences Precinct. In conversation with the 

scientists engaged with this issue I was struck by the 

scale of the problem, which was far greater than I had 

originally thought. The overwhelming majority of threats to this delicate environment are 

caused by human activity, sometimes very remote to the reef itself.  

This piece speaks of the beauty and fragility of the system, the corals have the appearance 

of sea glass.  

Ironically they are plastic – one of the greatest threats to the marine environment and its 

flora and fauna.  

Science Aspects: marine science, reef science, landscape process, land use, sedimentation 

Collaborating scientists: The collective work of scientist of the Ecosciences Precinct 

 

SOLD 

Email   janejames1@bigpond.com     

Mobile     0438311530 
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5 Greenhoods in Situ - 

Pterostylis caligna 

Louise Saunders 

Media: Watercolour on hot press 

paper  

In the early 1990’s I painted over 80 

species of ground orchid from North 

East Victoria, to find them and paint 

them took 4 years; so orchids are a subject I really love. Capturing small glimpses of nature 

on paper.  

This work is a newly discovered species is of Pterostylis commonly called Greenhoods. A 

terrestrial orchid found in the Hann Tableland National Park in Far North Queensland.  

I wish I had seen it in situ though! Instead I painted it from drawings, photos and by seeing 

the dried specimens at the Herbarium.    

Science Aspects: Botany; taxonomy, ecosystem mapping, 

Collaborating scientists: Mike Mathieson and Will Smith - Queensland Herbarium, Science 

Division, DSITI 

This species was recently described by Mike Mathieson and Will Smith the Herbarium artist 

has illustrated the specimen and freely gave me permission to use his illustration 

Price $980 – contact the artist 

Email        louisesaunders@bigpond.com 

Mobile     0407147472 
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6 The Importance of Soils - 

The international year of soils 

2015 

Louise Saunders 

Media: Ink on hot press paper 

An ink drawing of a healthy forest ecosystem. I 

am passionate about the natural environment 

and was interested in an initial discussion with 

Kelly Bryant about the importance of soils. It had 

never entered my consciousness that we need to 

actively protect soils and I was unaware of how 

much life there was in one teaspoon of soil. 

There is a delicate, yet essential balance of 

moisture, nutrients, micro-organisms and 

decomposition for life and renewal. It’s the cycle 

of life, of symbiotic relationships, of mutual need 

and the undeniable importance of soils.  

Science Aspects: soil sciences; ecology, microbiota, mycology 

Collaborating scientists: Kelly Bryant – Landscape Sciences, Science Division, DSITI 

This work emerged from initial discussions with, emails and photographs from Kelly Bryant 

soil biologist about the importance of healthy soils and the critters that live in them.  

Price  $420 – contact the artist 

Email:      louisesaunders@bigpond.com 

Mobile:    0407147472 
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7 The Butterfly 

Collection 

Louise Saunders 

Media: Watercolour painting on hot 

press paper with labels and pins 

A painting of butterflies to represent 

a specimen case, paintings are to be 

pinned with real pins, individual attached labels for each butterfly with unique classification 

details to be provided by ESP entomologist, framed as in a museum specimen case. 

Except with this work, no animals were hurt in the presentation!  A visit to see the 

Entomology Collection at the Ecosciences Precinct with Justin Bartlett and Helen Nahrung 

was the inspiration to finish the painting as if in a collection of real butterflies. I’m thrilled 

with the result! 

Science Aspects: forest science, entomology 

Collaborating scientists:  Justin Bartlett Technical Officer (Entomology) and Helen Nahrung 

– Forestry, & Biosecurity Queensland, Department of Agriculture and Fisheries  

Justin updated the names of the butterflies from the checklist for Australian Flora and 

Fauna, the ABRS as they had changed from the book that I used as a reference. There are 

set conventions around presenting scientific names so 

Justin also helped with the font and and size for the 

identification labels. Justin maintains a collection of 

insects at the ESP and identifies insects for the ESP 

scientists. 

Price $1,250 – contact the artist 

Email        louisesaunders@bigpond.com 

Mobile     0407147472  
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8 Christmas Beetles and 

Eucalypt Leaves 

Louise Saunders 

Media: Artist quality coloured pencils on drafting film 

and coloured paper 

This work explores the colours and luminosity of a 

Christmas beetle and the effect of coloured pencils on 

drafting film.  A great combination of mediums to work 

with.  

Science Aspects: forest science, entomology 

Collaborating scientist:  Helen Nahrung – Forestry, 

Department of Agriculture and Fisheries 

Inspired by personal discussions and emails from Dr 

Helen Nahrung who works on improving Eucalypt 

productivity through the bio-control of key Australian 

pest insects.  

Christmas beetle grubs now thrive in cleared pasture and open woodlands so the 

abundance of adult beetles since European settlement has become problematic where 

adult beetles overgraze eucalypts, isolated trees being particularly vulnerable. 

Helens work is in hardwood, softwood and high-value timber plantations from Stanthorpe 

to the tropics, including chemical and landscape ecology, invasion characteristics, biological 

control, and population modelling. 

Price  $480 – contact the artist 

Email        louisesaunders@bigpond.com 

Mobile     0407147472 
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9 Australian ferns, Wetland 

favourites  

Louise Saunders 

Media: Watercolour on hot press paper 

I love painting ferns; they come in so many 

different colour greens and have so many 

different shapes and forms.  Inspired by the 

discussions with Geoff Borschmann and Maria Vandergragt about wetland monitoring and 

the work done by the team of scientists at ESP. 

This painting represents a tiny fraction of the plants seen by scientists on forays to the 

wetlands of Queensland. On these outings scientists walk transects documenting flora and 

fauna. The value of wetlands is now being recognised as the filters of pollution, silt and 

debris before their waters enter our oceans. 

Science Aspects: wetland science and monitoring, aquatic acosystem health  

Collaborating scientists:  Maria Vandergragt and Geoff Borschmann - Environmental 

Monitoring and Assessment Sciences, Science Division, DSITI 

 

Price $980 – contact the artist 

Email        louisesaunders@bigpond.com 

Mobile     0407147472 
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10 Brachychiton out of Gondwana 

Louise Saunders and Ben Beeton 
 

Media: Digital art/drawing/painting, drawing, 
photography, pressed plant scans, painting on the 
printed surface 
The work promotes the existence of the endangered 
plant species Brachychiton and its evolutionary origins 
in Gondwanaland. The illustrative component is in the 
tradition of scientific illustration. The digital component 
is the result of an eclectic approach to comprehending 
the theme in a more abstract fashion. Through this 
approach relevant facets of ecology, geology and deep 
time history are immersed into the one image.  
 
Science Aspects: native plants/ endangered species/ paleobotany  
Collaborating scientists:  Dr Ailsa Holland, Mike Mathieson, Dr Ailsa Holland and Glenn 
Leiper Queensland Herbarium, Science Division, DSITI 
Louise suggested the topic for the work and Ben created a digital image about the theme 
that could surround Louise’s illustrations of the plant. 
 
Louise: The idea to paint the leaves of this rare Brachychiton came from talking with 
botanist Glenn Leiper. The fact that the tree has a juvenile leaf form that is palmate 
compound and so variable in its structure and yet the mature leaf is such a simple form. I 
never knew about this rare, stand alone species that is now so vulnerable to extractive 
industry and development so close to Brisbane. The print process and painting on a printed 
surface was new for me but it has enormous potential to tell a bigger story about the 
subject being painted.   
Ben: A strong element of my methodology whilst on artist residency projects in natural 
environments involves journaling what I learn about the ecology, geology and deep time 
history of natural environments. I then incorporate computer technologies as a means of 
collaging my visual research.  
 

Price $1,200 –contact the artists 
Email   louisesaunders@bigpond.com or  benbeeton@live.com.au 

Mobile   Louise – 0407147472   Ben – 0481048810  
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11 A Contemporary Illumination of Australian 

Wildflowers 

Louise Saunders 

Media: Watercolour and 

Acrylic Ink on watercolour 

canvas 

This work explores the 

centuries old art of illumination 

of botanical art. 16th Century 

artists captured the curiosity of 

nature for scientists of their day and used illumination to decorate books and manuscripts 

with brilliant colour and gold. From the Latin illuminare, “to light up.”  Illuminated paintings 

and letters have been used for centuries to decorate and light up the pages of manuscripts. 

This is a contemporary twist on the theme using plants and seed pods from the Australian 

bush.  

Science Aspects: botany, field techniques 

Collaborating scientists:  Will Smith, Queensland Herbarium, Science Division, DSITI 

A visit to the Queensland Herbarium to see firsthand the historic collection of pressed 

specimens collected by Joseph Banks and Daniel Solander during Cook’s voyage dating from 

1770, was the inspiration for this work. The Herbarium houses the state’s flora collections, 

comprising more than 830,000 specimens, and associated data, of mainly Queensland 

species of plants, fungi and algae. Collections are the fundamental materials used to 

document and research species and plant communities. The Queensland Herbarium 

collection forms a unique record of Queensland flora over time tracking species’ changing 

distributions and predicting where new populations may yet be found.  

Price  $980 – contact the artist 

Email:     louisesaunders@bigpond.com   Mobile:    0407147472  

mailto:louisesaunders@bigpond.com
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12 Saving Coastal Banksia for Tomorrow 

Louise Saunders 

Media: Watercolour and Acrylic on watercolour canvas 

Banksia flowers’ offer life sustaining food and shelter for 

insects and animals in coastal heath and wetland 

communities. From pristine to endangered ecosystems, to 

vast cleared tracks of land, the pressures of urban 

development and mining, of invasive species, water and air 

quality, climatic variability and the health of the Great 

Barrier Reef, the fragility of our Queensland landscape is 

ours to plunder or preserve. The huge burden is that we 

make the right decisions today, to ensure that the 

ecological balance is somehow maintained for our future.  

Collaborating scientists:  Maria Vandergragt - 

Environmental Monitoring and Assessment Sciences, 

Science Division, DSITI and other Ecosciences Precinct 

Scientists 

Ecosciences Precinct Scientists are documenting the 

abundance or decline of species in our environment. In 

some areas wetlands have declined by 70-90%. 

Documentation of these ecosystems is vital to ensure the 

remaining areas are preserved as they are fundamentally 

important for the health and wellbeing of both ecosystems 

and humans.  

Price  $1400 – contact the artist 

Email        louisesaunders@bigpond.com 

Mobile     0407147472 
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13 Crows Ash Botanical Geometry Series 

Alicia Lane 

Media: Small sculpture, Copper 

This series of work is a reflection 

on the shape and form of the 

Crows Ash (Flindersia Australus), a 

rainforest tree found along the 

east coast of Australia.  Although I 

have long been familiar with its 

distinctive woody, spiked seed 

pods, it was not until further 

research that I began to notice its 

occurrence in the urban setting and became aware of its use as a timber within older 

Queenslander houses, down to the very floorboards on which I live my daily life.   

Once common, it was logged extensively and survives in patches of remnant forest or 

isolated stands.  Through this process of investigation I have shed light on its history and 

interconnectedness with our everyday lives.  I have also gone on an unexpected tangent 

into sacred geometry as I sought to unlock the formula of its shape, creating three-

dimensional forms from sheet metal.  The pieces are a study upon the play of light over the 

planes and textures of the metal, and the symbolism of the pierced surface, where one 

reality bursts through to another. 

Collaborating scientists: Will Smith, Dale Richter – Queensland herbarium – DSITI 

I viewed the collection of specimens at the Herbarium, noting the variations in leaf shape 

and size in specimens collected from different locations.  I viewed maps showing changes in 

vegetation (rainforest remnants) and distribution of this, and other rainforest plants. I also 

looked up the Crows Ash and other plants in the Ecosciences Precinct Library and worked 

from photocopies taken. 

Not for sale 
Email:   baylaurellane@yahoo.co.uk  Mobile:     0435106012  

mailto:baylaurellane@yahoo.co.uk
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14 Air Flow 

Alicia Lane 

Media: Mixed media on Arches paper 

The atmosphere around us is a 

complex mix of gases, particles, 

moisture and wind currents governed 

by natural forces and influenced by 

human activity 

After discussion with Phil Kingston 

about their work I looked at the data 

collected by the Air Quality 

Monitoring stations and learned about the gases and particles that are monitored. 

Collaborating scientists: Phil Kingston, Air Quality Sciences, Science Division, DSITI 

Not for sale 

Email:  baylaurellane@yahoo.co.uk 

Mobile:     0435106012 
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16 Gondwana Trees 

Alicia Lane 

Media: Mixed media on Khadi paper 

This series of works looks at Australian native trees, 

considering the immense time that it has taken to 

shape the landscape and the constancy of the plant 

forms that inhabit it. 

This work draws upon my visit to the Herbarium and 

the library at the Ecosciences Precinct. 

Collaborating scientists: Will Smith and Dale Richter 

– Queensland Herbarium, Science Division DSITI 

Not for sale 

Email   baylaurellane@yahoo.co.uk 

Mobile     0435106012 
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17 Decline of the Kroombit Tinker Frog 

Alicia Lane and Ben Beeton 
Media: Wire, bronze, film, animation, timber 

This artwork is about the decline of the Krombit Tinker Frog. 
The sculpture is a model of the decline and disappearance of 
the frog in one area where it was being studied. A graph of this 
decline was used as the foundations of the model. The film 
merged with flash animations is located directly under the 
sculpture. The filmed tells the story of the frog decline. The 
sequence of circles with frogs in them perpendicularly 
correspond with the rings in the sculpture which illustrate the 
decline in the number of male frogs hear in a specific region 
from the 1980’s to 2011. The film elements show the location 
of the region, the landscape and the pressures on the frogs.  
 
Collaborating scientists: Maria Van der gragt, Environmental 
Monitoring and Assessment Sciences, Science Division, DSITI, 
and Lee K Curtis (author, publisher, editor and manager of “At a 
glance Pty Ltd”) 
 
The idea of using the Kroombit Tinker Frog came through an 
initial consultation with Maria Vandergragt who had the 2011 
state of environment report which provided initial information 
on the frog. Ben and Alicia then began to explore ways that the 
story of the Kroombit Tinker Frog could be told through art. In 
2013 it was estimated that there were less than 150 Kroombit 
Tinker Frog's in a series of small unconnected rainforest 
patches. The low population, isolation and extremely restricted 
distribution of the Kroombit Tinker Frog make it highly 
susceptible to demographic instability, disturbance and 
extinction. There are five main potential threats to the species:  
wildfire, domestic and feral animals, Chytrid fungus, visitor 
pressure and timber harvesting. 
As with many other frog species worldwide, the Chytrid fungus 
attacks the frog's skin making it difficult to breathe and also 
damages the nervous system, affecting the frog's behaviour. 
While not footage from Kroombit Tops,  the video represents 
events that have and are taking place at the Kroombit Tops.  
 

Please contact artist for price 
Email: benbeeton@live.com.au           Mobile: 0481048810 
Email:   baylaurellane@yahoo.co.uk    Mobile:     0435106012  
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18 Moreton Bay Fig with Taxonomy with Cane Toad 

Eggs 

Ben Beeton 
Media: Oil on board, graphite on paper  

The work features a painting and two drawings separately hung. In the painting we see a 

Moreton Bay Fig with cane toad eggs in pools around is roots. On the top left we see a 

drawing of the Moreton Bay Fig. On the bottom left we see a drawing of an evolutionary 

tree which features the Moreton bay Fig. 

I saw information on the Moreton Bay Fig on the day that Louise, Jennifer, Jane and myself 

visited Mt Coo-tha and was inspired to create this artwork. 

Email benbeeton@live.com.au        

Mobile 0481048810 
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19 3d modelling a Climate Change Indicator   

Queensland’s annual mean surface temperature anomalies from 1910 to 

2014 

Ben Beeton 

Media: Limited Edition Print 

Using a diagram of Queensland’s annual mean 

surface temperature anomalies from 1910 to 2011, 

Ben created a 2d digital model which he then 3d 

digitally modelled. Prior to making the 3d digital 

model Ben, in consultation with Associate 

Professor Bob Beeton continued an approximation 

of the line which represented the mean surface 

temperature anomalies to near the present as well 

as tracing it back to 1910. In the original graph the 

line representing the mean temperature extended 

from 1915 to 2005. Ben gave his 2d digital model 

to Jennifer to weave out of invasive grasses. 

Collaborating scientists: Ken Brook, Land Surface 

Sciences, and Maria Van der gragt, Environmental 

Monitoring and Assessment Sciences, Science Division, DSITI 

The idea of using a diagram of Queensland’s annual mean surface temperature anomalies 

came through an initial consultation with Maria Vandergragt and follow up contact with 

Ken Brook and other Ecosciences Precinct Scientists 

Please contact artist for price - Limited Edition of 5 

Email:  benbeeton@live.com.au               

Mobile: 0481048810            
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20 Remnant Volcanism (1) (2) (3) 

Ben Beeton 

Example of artist’s other work 

Media: Drawing 

These three drawings are of landscapes that I saw along the Coromandel Peninsula in New 

Zealand.  

Please contact artist for price 

Email:       benbeeton@live.com.au 

Mobile:    0481048810 
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21 The Dig Tree 

Ben Beeton 

Media: Graphite on Paper 

This is a drawing of the Burke 

and Wills Dig Tree with 

considerations given the 

threat of rubber vine. 

After talking with Maria Van 

der gragt, I considered a 

drawing I had been working 

on based on my experiences 

at the Dig Tree whilst with 

the Burke and Wills 

Environmental Expedition. I imagined the possibility of putting in diagrammatical 

information about Coopers Creek into a drawing which was about living through a storm at 

the Dig Tree.  

Collaborating scientists: Maria Van der gragt, Environmental Monitoring and Assessment 

Sciences, Science Division, DSITI 

Please contact artist for price 

Email:       benbeeton@live.com.au 

Mobile:    0481048810 
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22 The Life Event Marker 

Ben Beeton 

Example of artist’s other work 

Collaborating artists: Sean Clancy, Peter McQueen 

Media: Digital program   http://lem.publishedpixels.com/ 

This program will tell you how far you have travelled through the universe since you were 

born. Simply enter your date of birth. To calculate how far you have travelled through the 

universe since your birth our calculator calculates per second. 

 The speed at which the Earth is spinning on its axis.  

 The speed at which the Earth is orbiting the Sun.  

 The speed that the Sun is orbiting the black hole at the centre of our galaxy.  

 The speed that our Milky Way galaxy is speeding through the universe. 

 And then factors in your age.   

It is not required that you enter your email address 

Price by donation or fifty cents per kilometre that you have travelled through the 
universe since your birth. Whichever you calculate to be the least expensive.   

Email        benbeeton@live.com.au 

Mobile     0481048810 
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23 Weaving a Climate Change Indicator 

Jennifer Wright and Ben Beeton 

Media: Woven invasive grasses and coloured 

thread 

Using a diagram of Queensland’s annual mean 

surface temperature anomalies from 1910 to 

2011, Ben created a 2d digital model which he 

then 3d digitally modelled. Having seen the 

innovative work by Jennifer Wright of weaving 

with weeds Ben proposed the she apply her 

weaving with weeds methodology to his model 

which would be an alternative to him 3D 

digitally modelling it.  

Jennifer wove invasive grasses to visualise the 

temperature anomalies over the 100 years in 

Queensland using the diagram supplied by Ben.  

This large work makes visible how the difference 

between annual minimum and maximum 

temperatures has changed from 1910 and how 

these differences are much greater in recent 

times. 

Science Aspects: climate science; meteorology; ecologically invasive species 

Collaborating scientists: Melanie Venz, Zoologist, Queensland Herbarium 

Artist: Christie Anne re weaving 

Ben gave his 2d digital model to Jennifer to weave out of invasive grasses. 

Price: $790 

Email        createcohesion@bigpond.com    Mobile:   0415 883 345  

mailto:createcohesion@bigpond.com
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24 Connected to Mother Earth   

Jennifer Wright (Summers) 

Media: Installation of woven breast ‘tree’ forms 

anchored to rocks and placed on a painted canvas 

covered with ‘litter’. 

I wove 14 breast shapes to symbolise how food 

comes from healthy soil. A spoonful of soil contains 

more organisms than the population of humans; 

hence the spoons.  Crocheted protective covers 

(mychorrizal threads) connect Lockyer Valley rocks. 

Rocks are broken down to make soil with a 

succession of soil organisms. The painted canvas with 

‘litter’ stresses the importance of decomposers.  

Healthy soils mitigate climate change and with so 

much development leading to compaction and 

deforestation, Jennifer hopes this work brings 

attention to the work of entomologists and soil 

scientists at both the Herbarium and the precinct in 

this FAO International Year of Soils. 

Science Aspects: Soil science; Entomology 

Collaborating scientists:  

 Science Division DSITI  

o Kelly Bryant– “health soils = health people”. More biota in a spoon full of soil whole of human 
race. UK Soil organism game used for macro-organism research  

o Phil Norman about biodiversity in the soil - Nematode wars and need for balance  

o Peter Zund - Soil erosion, particle size, boulders and silt 

o Ben Harms and Wei Jin Wang Soil - nodules and the nitrogen cycle  

o Melanie Venz Queensland Herbarium: weaving with weeds holiday activity Whitton Catchment 
Network.  

 Nick Macleford and Helen Nahrung entomoligist (Beetles) from DAF 

 Gupta Fadakatter - 3D soil organisms and FAO International year of soils 

Price:  Individual forms $90 each (Numbered) 1 Ancient, 2 Deeply weathered 3 Lush subtropical 4 Lockyer 5 

Podsol 6 Eroded 7 Fertile 8 Sediment 9 Lichen rock 10 living soil 11Succession 12 International Year of soils 13 Decomposers 
14 Connected. 
Email:   createcohesion@bigpond.com          Mobile:   0415 883 345 
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25 Ground truth Lake Broadwater 

Jennifer Wright (Summers) 
Media: Oil and acrylic paint on canvas 
with thread embellishment. Video and 
audio to ‘ground truth’ 

Sandwiched between an area of 
intense agricultural activity and 
thousands of coal seam gas wells, this 
depression lake has diverse flora and 
fauna and ancient connections to the 
first peoples.  Jennifer represents a 
remote sensing image with acrylic and 
oil paint on canvas. Its natural history 
has been studied for many years and 
the Lake Broadwater Natural History Association Inc’s important collections have been 
donated to Dalby community.  

Take yourself there by listening to audio. 

I used the Ecosciences library to follow up with books on Lake Broadwater and visited this 
unique and important depression lake.  

I travelled to a meeting of the Lake Broadwater Natural History Association and recorded 
video with them.  I also visited Pioneer Park to look at collections and spoke to the council 
member who is installing a large display in the Myall centre. 

Collaborating scientists: I am grateful for the case study booklet on Lake Broadwater Jan 
Tilden gave me when I enquired about the Darling Downs. Peter Scarf provided me with the 
wonderful the remote sensing image. A member of the Lake Broadwater Natural History 
Association Megan Thomas also works at the Queensland Herbarium. 

Science Aspects: Mick Harcher: resolution of Landsat images: red shift yellowing and 
scientist from DSITI, DAF EHP and CSIRO.  Members of the CSIRO Indigenous unit were 
consulted about land claims and traditional owners 

Price: $650 for painting    Video available 
Email        createcohesion@bigpond.com   Mobile:   0415 883 345 

mailto:createcohesion@bigpond.com
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26 Creative eye on Science 

Jennifer Wright (Summers) 

Media: Oil paint on canvas 

The eye of this painting is a ‘scientific’ 

representation of the molten core or the 

Earth. The thin blue atmosphere represents 

the finite nature of our atmosphere rather 

than the ‘non-scientific’ idea of the infinite 

sky. Scientific ideas about air, soil and 

water emanating from the Ecosciences 

Precinct ascend from the surface of the Earth where they are shared with the global science 

community enhancing life and guiding our future with scientific knowledge. I used oil paint 

on canvas to express how scientific knowledge is shared.  

In this painting I wanted to express how the overall precinct was involved in research about 

air, water and land. 

Nassim Haramein’s work indicates everything in the universe is connected, from the largest 

to the smallest scale, through a unified understanding of gravity. Nassim ‘s Resonance 

project http://resonance.is/ 

Collaborating scientists: David Wainright and Don Myer Air quality: Australasian Science 

1997; Jairo Rico Air quality; Phil Norman: Remote sensing and forestry 

Price: $620 

Email        createcohesion@bigpond.com 

Mobile     0314883345 
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27 Suspended life in soil: finding the balance 

Jennifer Wright (Summers) 
 

Media: Mobile formed with painted Perspex 
shards salvaged from the hail-damaged 
Ecosciences Precinct greenhouse with galvanised 
wire attached to a monumental Lockyer Valley 
rock by stainless steel 

2015 is the FAO International Year of soil, yet 
development, compaction, mining, intensive 
agriculture and deforestation interferes with the 
intricate webs of life in that thin layer that gives us 
life. The mobile shows balanced micro-, meso- and 
macrofauna, and decomposers like fungi so 
essential to a healthy top layer of soil. Leaf litter 
stores carbon and mitigates climate change. 

Scientists spoke to me about the importance in 
the balance of soil organisms, so I used a mobile to 
communicate this idea. Healthy soils are essential 
for food security and healthy ecosystems.  The large rock references a gravestone: a 
warning. 

Collaborating scientists: Kelly Bryant Soil biologist – health soils = health people. Spoon full 
of soil. Kelly gave me a UK soil game which I used for illustrating shards with organisms. Ben 
Harms. WeiJin Wang: Soil nodules and the nitrogen cycle. Also Nick Macleford from DAF 
and Phil Norman DSITI about biodiversity in the soil. Phil Norman- Nematode wars and the 
need for balance in healthy soil. Helen Nahrung - Entomologist: Beetles 

References 
http://www.soilfoodweb.com.au/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=77&Itemid=113 

Food webs in leaf litter: great diversity of organisms live in the litter and soil layer. 

Redrawn from: Dorricott KE and Roberts BR (1993) Wildlife Conservation on Planned Properties: a guidebook 

for Queensland landholders. University ofSouthern Queensland 

Price: $320 
Email      createcohesion@bigpond.com   
Mobile     0415883345 
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28 Eye Opener 1: Coal seam gas on the Darling Downs  

William Boot and Ben Beeton  

Media: Installation, light box, mirror 

plastic 

This work is a statement about the 

huge scale of the coal seam gas mining 

on the Darling Downs. The vastness of 

the project can only be truly 

appreciated through viewing satellite 

imagery. Several years ago, after 

digitally experimenting with William’s 

geometric paintings, Will and I 

discussed the possibility of placing one 

of his paintings into a mirror box. At the 

time we did not have the opportunity to undertake the project. However, having discussed 

with Will what I had seen at the Ecosciences Precinct of the satellite images of the mining, 

the sheer scale of the operation and its semi geometric patterning on the landscape, we 

agreed that this was an opportunity to carry through with our plan to place one of Will’s 

works into a mirror box. Hiding the artwork inside a box which has a clean, crisp external 

appearance is a metaphor for the manner in which the mining is being conducted.  Another 

name for the mirror box is an ‘infinity box’.  Hiding the artwork inside a box which has a 

clean crisp external appearance is a statement on how what is happening is being carried 

out with as little public consultation as possible. 

Ben Beeton: William and I have known each other for 20 years and have been collaborating 

for eight years. In collaborating with William I was initially interested in digitally taking the 

details both in the macrocosm and microcosm that he had achieved through his encaustic 

work to a more extreme level. This work can be seen on my website www.artaustralis.com . 

Over time we began to discuss translating algorithms into the visual language that he had 

developed and possibly using infinity boxes to heighten the effect. Through the residency at 

the Ecosciences Precinct our collaborative work has taken an unexpected and exciting 

direction.    

Collaborating scientists:  Dr Peter Scarth, Land Surface Sciences; Prof Mandyam Srinivasan 

at UQ, Andrew Garcia 

http://www.artaustralis.com/
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Science Aspects: Satellite imagery, remotes sensing 

Science Statement  

Science research activity: After consulting with Dr Peter Scarth, 

from the Land Surface Sciences who provided us with the satellite 

imagery, we were interested in combining our interest with how a 

bee views the world with the satellite imagery. Here is a detail of 

the original image. 

The white lines are the coal seam gas pipes. We consulted with entomologists 

at the Ecosciences Precinct who were not able to help us, however this 

research lead us to contact Prof Mandyam Srinivasan at UQ, who we had been 

told had done research in this field. Professor Srinivasan put us in contact with 

his former student Andrew Garcia who had created a program where an 

image could be seen as a bee would see it. We applied this to our satellite 

imagery and got the following result.  

 

We decided that this would not work in the infinity box so we went with the original 

imagery.  

Please contact artist for price 
Email        benbeeton@live.com.au   Mobile     0481048810 

 

 

 

 

 

  

mailto:benbeeton@live.com.au
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29 Threads between the El Nido Reefs and the Great 

Barrier Reef 

Mali Moir/Ben Beeton 
Media: Graphite, ink and photography digital collage interactive with film 

This artwork draws from studies at the Great Barrier Reef and the reefs at El Nido in the 

Philippines.  It also highlights these reefs in relation to the Huxley Line. The main focus of 

the work is to make visible the common threads between these two reef systems and the 

surrounding ecology and geology. 

Scientists: David Brewer, CSIRO, Oceans and Atmosphere CSIRO, Dr Melody 

Puckridge Affiliate Research Fellow. School of Biological Sciences UQ, IT Expert: Sharon 

Tickell CSIRO 

 

Science research activity Initially Ben and Mali had discussed a project where Ben would 

research the project and create the foundations of the artwork. He would provide photos of 

species for Mali to draw which he would then incorporate into the artwork. Ben was 

interested in finding a reef environment similar to the Great Barrier Reef because he 

wanted to create an artwork about similarities and differences between two marine 

systems based on scientific studies. Through enquiries at the Ecosciences Precinct it was 

recommended that he contact Dr Melody Puckridge, an Affiliate Research Fellow, School of 

Biological Sciences UQ. Melody told Ben about the studies she was involved in at El Nido in 

the Philippines which is famous for its reefs.  Ben visited El Nido and spent time with the El 

Nido Eco Resorts environmental officer looking at the different ecosystems and learning 

about the scientific studies that were being carried out. During this time the work grew in 

its scope as Ben explored the macrocosms and microcosms of the region’s ecology, geology 
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and deep time history. In accord with the project outline Ben provided Mali with species 

that existed both at the El Nido reefs and the Great Barrier Reef. On his return Ben met 

with Dr David Brewer CSIRO, Oceans and Atmosphere Department at the Ecosciences 

Precinct. For a number of years prior to the Ecosiences residency Ben had wanted to create 

a work where hotspot links were embedded into an artwork which was displayed on a 

screen. The links would open up small clips which explained the different scientific details in 

the artwork. Ben viewed the artwork as a way of giving scientists a means of explaining 

their research to the public. David provided further scientific material for Ben to use in the 

artwork and contacted Sharon Tickell, an IT specialist and website developer at CSIRO. 

Sharon was enthusiastic to be involved and used her IT skills to develop a proof of concept 

to be displayed at the exhibition. Ben then invited many scientists to submit small films on 

their research that could be used in the artwork. The films featured are based on input 

from the scientists as well as films Ben has made and other relevant material. 

Ben Beeton: I met Mali in 2010 when I returned to Melbourne after the Burke and Wills 

Environmental Expedition. In 2011  I visited the Menindee Lakes where Mali was running a 

project collecting the plants that naturalist, Dr Herman Beckler (who was on the Burke and 

Wills Expedition), had collected. I incorporated some of Mali’s illustrations into a work that I 

was making about the ecology, geology and deep time history of the region. Since that time 

we have looked for an opportunity to undertake another project. The exhibition at the 

Ecosciences Precinct offered an opportunity to create a work with a primarily marine theme 

which is something that we are both very interested in. 

This work is available in a limited edition of five  

Please contact artist for price 
Email        benbeeton@live.com.au      Mobile     0481048810 

 

 

  

mailto:benbeeton@live.com.au
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30 Within the Tree of Life 

Knut Mueller & Ben Beeton 
Media: Sculpture , Sandstone, Titanium, Sterling Silve  r, Aluminium. 

This sculpture examines mass extinction events from the Permian to the Anthropocene within the Tree of 

Life. The tree shape is Charles Darwin’s original drawing of the Tree of Life. The branch that touches the 

ground represents the animal kingdom. 

The nodes leading away from this point 

are the taxonomic levels of scale 

(classification) which lead us to the 

human species. Here we see the 

growth of the biomass of humanity 

over 15 thousand years and our recent 

population explosion. The little node 

rising from the homo genus alongside 

sapien is floresiensis which is thought 

to have become extinct possibly 13,000 

– 12,000 years ago. Queensland species 

that have become extinct or critically 

endangered with every new billion 

people on the planet are represented 

on growth rings on the top of the 

human biomass. Heads marks out extinct species heads marks out critically endangered species. The work 

then takes the step of modelling individuals in four dimensions.  

 

Scientists: Geoffrey C. Smith, Ailsa Holland, Noleen Brown,  Will Smith,  Lee K Curtis (environmentalist) – 

manager At A Glance 

Ben Beeton consulted with the scientists, researched and designed the elements of the sculpture. Knut 

made the sculpture in his own style. 

Ben Beeton: As a designer scientific model making has been a passion of mine for many years. In the 

concept image above I created an interactive model which showed the radiation of humans across the 

globe. Over a number of years I had been working on a design that would describe the location and shape 

of our species in the Tree of Life and highlight a theatre of extinction. Knut was able to take my design and 

make it into a superb sculpture. Through this residency Queensland became the theatre of extinction that I 

chose to highlight. 

Please contact the artist for a price 
Email        spiralcreationstas@bigpond.com  benbeeton@live.com.au  
Mobile    Knut:  0438636100   Ben: 0481048810  

mailto:spiralcreationstas@bigpond.com
mailto:benbeeton@live.com.au
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31 Mycelium (1 - 4)  

Donna Davis 

Media: Pigment Print on fine art rag 

Scientists: Nigel Fechner, Senior Botanist & 
Mycologist, Megan Prance, Queensland 
Herbarium 

Collaboration process: 

Artist: Physical collection, documentation, 
photography and drawings - submitted to the 
QH; and 

Scientist: Identification and access to lab 
equipment to explore morphology of fungi 
flora collected.  

These works form part of my current body of 
work ‘Unseen’; a project that is investigating 
symbiotic relationships between plants and fungi, in particular looking at mycorrhizal associations. 
This series is an artistic exploration of mycelium, the vegetative part of a fungus; these works look 
at the intricate and beautiful networks hidden beneath our feet. 

These works were created in response to viewing mycelium formations from physical fungal flora 
collections, using microscopy as a tool to reveal the intricate patterns and pathways formed.  
Donna is currently working with Mycologists from the Queensland Herbarium (QH), exploring fungi 
that grow alongside the endangered Swamp Tea-tree population at Purga Nature Refuge; 
documenting the unknown fungal flora of this area for the first time. As part of this project Donna 
has been trained in the collection, treatment and preparation of fungi. As a volunteer Donna has 
submitted the first records of 32 fungi species found in remnant vegetation of the Purga area. 

Not for sale   

Email:  donna.davis2@bigpond.com      Mobile     0408 604 344 

 

 

 

  

mailto:donna.davis2@bigpond.com
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32  Seeded  

Artist: Donna Davis 

Media: Mixed media 

sculpture 

Scientists: Phillip 

Cameron, Botanist, 

Brisbane Botanic 

Gardens, Mt Coot-

tha; Jason Halford, 

Research Technician 

& Collector, 

Queensland Seeds for 

Life (Q-SFL), Brisbane 

Botanic Gardens, Mt 

Coot-tha 

This work is from my ‘Beyond the Seed’ Project; a project that looked at conservation 

strategies and symbiotic relationships of five endangered plants species from South East 

Queensland.  This work references the concept of the Seed Bank and its role in 

conservation of endangered plants.  Each box contains a small resin sculpture of an 

individual seed species from the project 

These works were created in response to working with the Queensland Seeds for Life 

project (Q-SFL), collecting, sorting and processing seeds from two endangered plant 

species: Melaleuca irbyana and Plectranthus habrophyllus. Microscopy was used to capture 

the fine details of each seed for sculpting. 

Seeds from the endangered plant species Planchonella eerwah and Notelaea ipsviciensis 

are also depicted in this work, these are two of the seeds that were not suitable for the 

Seed Bank collection process.  

Not for sale 

Email        donna.davis2@bigpond.com   Mobile     0408 604 344 

  

mailto:donna.davis2@bigpond.com
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33 Idalia imprints 

Artist: Carol McGregor 

Media: Video of photographic images 

on rag matte paper 

The photographic images from Idalia 

imprints capture my experience of the 

residency with the School of Biological 

Sciences, University of 

Queenslandand. Investigations into 

the fragility of Idalia National Park, a 

semi-arid environment, and man’s 

interactions and traces left upon that 

landscape are shown in a seemingly 

chaotic mix that reflect the encounter. 

 

In 2014 McGrego r undertook an artist’s residency with the School of Biological Sciences, 

University of Queensland. Travelling with the Outback Ecology Field Studies group, the 

artist spent a week with UQ students and academics at Idalia National Park in the Blackall-

Yaraka District of Central West Queensland.  

Price please contact artist 

Email        carol@dotblak.com     

Mobile    0419 737373  
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34 BUNYA: Whip Roots  

Dr Merri Randell 

Media: Video Art: digital 

photography, audio-visual 

manipulation 

I celebrate diversity by creating 

worlds full of beautiful, hybrid 

monstrosities that seduce, 

beguile and disturb. As an 

expressionist I believe art is 

capable of effecting social 

change. My video artworks 

playfully disrupt non-indigenous cinematic landscape myths which demonise the Australian 

landscape such as ‘Picnic at Hanging Rock’ (Weir, 1979) and seek to challenge audiences to re-

evaluate their relationship with natural areas. Working in distorted realities, I combine hyper-real 

photography of post-colonial Australian forests and swamps with consumptive sound and uncanny 

motion to conceive compulsive but immersive audio-visual artworks. 

Science research activity  

The aim of my work is to raise awareness, promote appreciation and challenge preconceptions 

about the value of natural areas (Teerk Roo Ra, the Bunya mountains, Logan BushCare) and 

veteran trees (veterantreegroup.blogspot.com.au). I think its important to de-comodify nature. I 

believe if we respect nature and its right to survive we can in turn believe in our own right to 

survive in an era intent on self-destruction through over-consumption. My hybrid landscapes 

consume, breathe and reproduce - visually and audibly - so that these typically hidden botanical 

events can be experienced and appreciated. 

This artwork was created in response to my time at the Bunya Mountains during the 2014 

University of Queensland’s School of Biological Sciences Artist in Residence Program. During this 

residency I collaborated with ecologists: Dr Margaret Mayfield, Dr Tobias Smith, Dr John Dwyer, 

PhD candidate Lachlan Charles, Lois Eden, Selena Hobbs and theorist Dr Allison Holland. 

Please contact artist for price 

Email: merri.randell@gmail.com                       Mobile: 0400 55 22 67                  
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35 BUNYA: Eternal Ele 

Dr Merri Randell   

Collaborating artists: beck77 and 

kangaroovindaloo 

Media: Video Art: digital photography, 

audio-visual manipulation 

I celebrate diversity by creating worlds full 

of beautiful, hybrid monstrosities that 

seduce, beguile and disturb. As an 

expressionist I believe art is capable of 

effecting social change. My video artworks 

playfully disrupt non-indigenous cinematic 

landscape myths which demonise the 

Australian landscape such as ‘Picnic at 

Hanging Rock’ (Weir, 1979) and seek to challenge audiences to re-evaluate their relationship with 

natural areas. Working in distorted realities, I combine hyper-real photography of post-colonial 

Australian forests and swamps with consumptive sound and uncanny motion to conceive 

compulsive but immersive audio-visual artworks. 

The aim of my work is to raise awareness, promote appreciation and challenge preconceptions 

about the value of natural areas (Teerk Roo Ra, the Bunya mountains, Logan BushCare) and 

veteran trees (veterantreegroup.blogspot.com.au). I think its important to de-comodify nature. I 

believe if we respect nature and its right to survive we can in turn believe in our own right to 

survive in an era intent on self-destruction through over-consumption. My hybrid landscapes 

consume, breathe and reproduce - visually and audibly - so that these typically hidden botanical 

events can be experienced and appreciated. 

This artwork was created in response to my time at the Bunya Mountains during the 2014 

University of Queensland’s School of Biological Sciences Artist in Residence Program. During this 

residency I collaborated with ecologists: Dr Margaret Mayfield, Dr Tobias Smith, Dr John Dwyer, 

PhD candidate Lachlan Charles, Lois Eden, Selena Hobbs and theorist Dr Allison Holland. 

Please contact artist for price 

Email: merri.randell@gmail.com                 Mobile: 0400 55 22 67            
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The Exhibition    
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